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Our Simulators



Our Simulators - RTDS
• Hosted in the Tyree Energy Technologies Building

• 18-rack RTDS System

– 90 PB5 Processor Boards

– 216  Analogue IOs (18 GTAO / GTAI cards)

– 1152 digital optically isolated IOs (18 GTDO / 
GTDI cards)

– 18 GTNET cards
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Our Simulators - RTDS
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Our Simulators – Additional Hardware
• 4x Omicron CMS156 Amplifiers

• 2x Schneider Electric Easergy P3 Protection Relays

• 1x PSL microPMU

Interfaced via two optical fiber links to UNSW Power 
Electronics Research Laboratory for PHiL testing
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Laboratory Interoperability
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GTAOs drive 3x REGATRON TC.ACS 
50kVA 4-quadrant grid simulators 

• GTAIs used for measurement and 
feedback to the RTDS

• 4x TopCon DC (10kW and 16kW) as PV 
emulators and dc power supplies



PHiL capabilities - Example
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2 x 100 m Optical Fibre
Room 365 – RTS@UNSW Room 334 – Power Electronics Lab

MMC based MTDC System

Simulated Network

Konstantinou, G., Ceballos, S., Gabiola, I., Pou, J., Karanayil, B., & Agelidis, V. G. (2017, October). Flexible prototype of modular multilevel converters for experimental 
verification of DC transmission and multiterminal systems. In 2017 Asian Conference on Energy, Power and Transportation Electrification (ACEPT) (pp. 1-6). IEEE.



PHiL capabilities - Example

Room 365 – RTS@UNSW Room 334 – Power Electronics Lab

24V

230 V

Microgrid
Simulated Microgrid / 
Distribution Grid

2 x 100 m Optical Fibre
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PHiL capabilities - Example
2 x 100 m Optical Fibre

Room 365 – RTS@UNSW Room 334 – Power Electronics Lab

24V
230 V

Inverter under test

Simulated Network
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The Challenge & 
Motivation



QLD – SA Separation Event (August 2018)
Saturday 25 August 2018, 

• A single lightning strike on a transmission tower structure supporting the two circuits of 
the 330 kilovolt (kV) Queensland – New South Wales interconnector (QNI) lines. 

• The QLD and NSW power systems then lost synchronism, islanding the QLD region 
two seconds later. 
» At the time, 870 MW of power was flowing from QLD to NSW. 
» QLD experienced an immediate supply surplus resulting in a rise in frequency to 

50.9 Hertz (Hz). 
» The remainder of the NEM experienced a supply deficit, resulting in a reduction in 

frequency. 

11 https://www.aemo.com.au/Electricity/National-Electricity-Market-NEM/Market-notices-and-events/Power-System-Operating-Incident-Reports



QLD – SA Separation Event (August 2018)
• Basslink interconnector immediately increased flow from TAS to VIC from 500 MW up 

to 630 MW (Frequency control)
» This created a supply deficit in TAS (81 MW lost via UFLS)

• Heywood interconnector experienced rapid changes triggering the Emergency APD 
Portland Tripping (EAPT) scheme. 
» SA separates from the NEM at Heywood, 6 seconds after QNI separation. 
» SA frequency rises
» VIC / NSW frequency drops below 49 Hz triggering UFLS.
» A total of 997.3 MW of supply was interrupted in VIC and NSW (904 MW of 

smelter load in both regions and 93.3 MW of consumer load in NSW). 
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Frequency across the NEM
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Distributed Generation
At the time of the event: 

• Distributed generation (mostly PV) was ~3,096 
MW (Total installed ~6,300 MW).

• Total installed 2019 – Estimated > 9GW 

• Over-frequency in QLD / SA 
» Contribution by output reduction (AS4777) 

• Underfrequency in VIC / NSW 
» No provisions under current standard
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Region Output Capacity

NSW 526 MW 1709 MW

QLD 1043 MW 2177 MW

SA 600 MW 919 MW

TAS 65 MW 124 MW

VIC 862 MW 1349 MW



Distributed Generation
1. Approximately 15% of sampled systems installed before October 2016 dropped out 

during the event. 

2. Of the sampled systems installed after October 2016, around 15% in QLD and 30% in 
SA did not provide the over-frequency reduction capability required by the applicable 
Australian standard. 
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Distributed Generation
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SA response (Sampled) QLD response (Sampled) 



Distributed Generation
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NSW response (Sampled) VIC response (Sampled) 



Across the NEM?
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SA QLD

NSW VIC

• Scaling up* across the NEM 
it is apparent that DG 
response will have 
substantial contribution 
during disturbances as:

– DG penetration increases

– System inertia decreases



Recommendations following the event
1. Reduce the risk of islanding regions from the NEM by reviewing and improving 

protection schemes and other control and protection schemes.

2. Characterize and model the response of distributed PV to system disturbances, 
including investigation of the potential benefits accessible from a distributed PV 
response.

3. Improve modelling of frequency response and active power control characteristics of 
the power system.
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UK LFDD Event (August 2019)
Similarities?

1. Lightning strike on a transmission circuit (the Eaton Socon – Wymondley Main). 
• The protection systems operated and cleared the lightning in under 0.1 seconds. 

The line then returned to normal operation after c. 20 seconds 
• Following the lightning strike and within seconds of each other

• Hornsea off-shore windfarm reduced its output.
• Little Barford gas power station reduced its output.  

2. Unexpected loss of generation meant that the frequency dropped very quickly 
outside the normal range of 50.5Hz – 49.5Hz 

21 https://www.nationalgrideso.com/document/151081/download



UK LFDD Event (August 2019)
3. There was some loss of small embedded generation which was connected to the 

distribution system (c. 500MW) due to the lightning strike. 

Immediately following the lightning strike on the Eaton Socon–Wymondley circuit ~500MW 
of embedded generation was lost, typically this would be solar, and some small gas 
and diesel fired generation, due to the operation of the generation sources own 
protection systems (Loss of Mains Protection) 

The lightning strike initiated the operation of Loss of Mains (LoM) protection on 
embedded generation in the area and added to the overall power loss experienced. 
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UK LFDD Event (August 2019)
Recommendations:

• The amount of forecast embedded generation that could be lost through the LoM
protection should also be considered. 

– This loss is considered as independent of the largest infeed loss and so the response 
holding should cover the larger of the two but does not need to cover both events. 
The ESO must also consider the inertia of the system and ensure enough response 
to prevent operation of the RoCoF LoM protection. 

– Protection considerations based on 
» Change in Frequency 
» Change in Voltage and Vector Shift (Phase Jump)
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UK LFDD Event (August 2019)
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Inverter Testing



Addressing Barriers to Efficient Renewable Integration

Aims of the project:

– Understand PV inverter behaviour during grid disturbances

– Bench testing commercial PV inverters

– Contribute to improve AS 4777.2: 2015 “Inverter requirements”

– Develop composite PV-load model closely emulating dynamics of loads with high PV 
penetration

26 J. Fletcher, G. Konstantinou, L. Callegaro, N. Avila, “From Inverter Standards to Understanding Inverter Behaviour for Small‐scale Distributed Generation”, 
CIGRE CIDER 2019, Melbourne, August 2019



Inverter bench testing 

• PV emulator simulates non-linear 
characteristic of PV array

• Grid emulator: single phase grid voltage; 
ability to change frequency, phase angle, 
voltage amplitude

• Data are sampled at 50 kHz on digital 
oscilloscope and post processed using 
MATLAB/SIMULINK
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Possible Transient Behavior

100 ms
sag

Inverter P out is restored 
quickly
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Fast voltage sag ride-through Fast voltage sag curtailment

100 ms sag

- Note that P >0
- 6 min to reach full power



Fast voltage sag curtailment to 0 W

100 ms sag

P= 0 and 6 min to fully ramp-up 
power
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Phase angle jump test
Phase angle profile applied:

Possible inverter behaviour:
• Ride-through
• Power curtailment
• Disconnection
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15 phase angle jump ride-through

100 ms sag
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30 phase angle jump disconnection
Voltage phase angle 

jump

Disconnection and ~6min to full power
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30 phase angle jump power curtailment
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Power decreases and ramps up 16%/min



Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF) test

f [Hz]

P 
[W

]

50 5247

Possible inverter behaviour:
• Ride-through 

(frequency-Watt 
response)

• Disconnection
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1 Hz/s RoCoF
Ride-through or disconnection?
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Summary
Potential loss of PV power caused by grid disturbances

*percentage out of total DER power installed in Australia from PV systems up to 9.5 kW

Fast 
voltage sag

45
phase jump

1 Hz/s 
RoCoF

Inverter tested 
disconnecting or 

curtailing

30% 55% 17%

DER power 
affected*

2 – 30% 3 – 29% 3 – 39%
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http://pvinverters.ee.unsw.edu.au



Real-Time Simulations 



Standards Testing vs Field Experience



Can RTS Enhance Standards Validation
Standards Compliance

• Pass / No Pass

• Specific conditions

• “Unrealistic” scenarios

– e.g. frequency response for 
AS4777.2 (2015): slow reduction to 
47.1 Hz then outside of range

• Single Inverter tests

• No network considerations
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Power Hardware-in-the-loop

• Functional testing based on network 
models 

• Upstream / Downstream faults

• Integrated transmission and 
distribution cases

• Multiple Inverters in a distribution 
system

• Unbalanced networks



Current Bench Test
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Benefits of PHiL for Inverter Testing
Next step:

Performance validation through Power 
Hardware-in-the-Loop (PHiL). 

• Test at different levels of solar PV 
penetrations in feeders.

• Coordinate testing of multiple inverters 
in the same feeder.

• Test for multiple feeders (urban, 
suburban, rural etc)
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Stage 2 Bench Testing
Preliminary Steps

• Based on RSCAD v5 Distribution Mode

• Using IEEE benchmark models
of distribution networks
(e.g. IEEE 34 bus)

• Development of test procedure

• Validation against existing bench testing results

• Impact of location – Worst case scenarios

• Testing automation 
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Stage 2 Bench Testing
Next Steps

Development of real-time models for Australian 
distribution networks

• Medium voltage networks

• Low voltage networks

– e.g. ARENA supported projects

• Extension to multiple inverters on the same 
distribution network

• Hybrid Power HiL / simulated inverters
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Stage 2 Bench Testing
Next Steps

• Integration of transmission and distribution 
networks

– Currently at offline (PSCAD) stage
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Regatron Top.Con TC.ACS
� Amplifier operation mode External signals are

given on the analogue interfaces for each
phase.

Any device which creates electrical signals, can be
used as signal generator (in our case an RTDS
GTAO card).

Generally a good quality digital-/analogue
interface with a minimum of three channels
(one channel for each phase) is recommended.
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Regatron Top.Con TC.ACS
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Regatron Top.Con TC.ACS
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Regatron Top.Con TC.ACS
Typical Inverters at 5-10 kVA, within 

continuous operation of the 
system. 
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Moving Forward
• Testing Automation

– Current “power ramp rate” means a lot
(really a lot) of waiting!

• Closed loop Power HiL simulation

– Not critical to the test plan, but good to 
have!

• Generic Inverter models for real-time 
simulation

– How to do that with multiple inverters?

• “Mission profiling”
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Summary

Supplementing AS4777 Inverter compliance through Power Hardware-in-the-loop testing:

• Considerations for distribution feeders and transmission networks.

• Testing for different PV / RE penetration levels:

– In a feeder

– Across the network

• Validation against multiple faults (e.g. credible network faults and random events)

• Multiple inverters on the feeder (physical and simulated)

• Testing automation
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THANK YOU
http://pvinverters.ee.unsw.edu.au


